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BMW’s global development boss
reckons the world’s fastest car,
and others like it, are overkill.
He wants...

Buckhard Goschel and
the Bugatti Veyron

Profit before pose
By NEIL McDONALD

BMW will not be lured into the rarefied übersportscar league that has produced the milliondollar Bugatti Veyron and Mercedes-Benz SLR
McLaren.
Speaking to Australian journalists in Austria
last week, BMW board of management member
and global development chief Burkhard Goschel
maintained that such super-expensive sportscars
were built for image rather than profit and were
not a part of BMW’s future product plans.
He said the closest BMW might come to a
supercar is a replacement for the two-seater Z8,
but he said it would be affordable and more
widely available than either the $1.6 million
Bugatti – the world’s fastest production car, which
uses a 1001hp (736kW) 8.0-litre quad-turbo W16
engine and can reach 100km/h in 2.5 seconds – or
the circa-$1 million SLR, which has a 460kW
5.4-litre supercharged V8.
Ditto for Audi’s V10 R8 supercar, which is
scheduled to start low-volume production at the
end of this year.
Professor Goschel also confirmed to GoAuto
that the revised X5 4WD wagon, which is expected
to go on sale in Europe in October, would be bigger,
offer a third row option and that direct injection
and turbocharging were likely to be available in its
range of four-cylinder petrol engines.

Z8
The new X5 is understood to be 160mm longer
and 60mm wider than the current vehicle and
follows an evolutionary styling theme. It will
showcase some of BMW’s technological wizardry
with radar cruise control, night vision and possibly
an advanced traction control system.
Prof Goschel said BMW would not be seduced
by the supercar world, despite European reports
that Mercedes-Benz was reviving its supercar
image with a replacement for the poor-selling
SLR McLaren.
The Mercedes Gullwing supercar is expected
to be built by AMG and feature cutting-edge
technology including a twin-turbo V8 producing
more than 700kW of power.
“We already have a very good sportscar which
is getting successful but it has only one seat and
is very expensive,” Prof Goschel said, referring to
the Sauber-BMW Formula One car. In his view,
BMW’s existing M vehicles in the form of the
M6 or M5 were more effective – and affordable
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– supercars, with many of the high-end, lowvolume sportscars costing too much.
“The market for these cars has been overestimated,” he said. “We feel very comfortable
going racing in Formula One and having those
cars like the M products and the other sportscars
we are building.
“We don’t at the moment see a necessity to
make a so-called ‘supercar’. If we hadn’t gone
into Formula One racing then we would think
about those issues. With our F1 activities we don’t
see the need making a so-called supercar.”
BMW is rumoured to be working on a
replacement for its Z8 sportscar, which was not
sold in right-hand drive. The Z8 was built between
1999 and 2003 but fewer than 6000 were built.
However, Prof Goschel does not see any
replacement Z8 as a “so-called supercar”.
“As you might remember the pricing position
of the Z8 was different. It was not 500,000 Euro
($A860,000) or 250,000 Euro ($430,000) – it was
practically priced,” he said.
Continued next page
FIRST TURBO BMW
IN TWO DECADES!
- page 6
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Corolla blitz
Corolla outsells them all
as large cars keep sliding
By NEIL McDONALD

TOYOTA’S Corolla cemented its position as the
best-selling car in Australia last month, wiping
out the Holden Commodore, according to Federal
Chamber of Automotive Industries VFACTS
figures due out today.
Toyota is believed to have sold almost 6000
Corollas last month, due in part to increased stock
availability and competitive end-of-financial year
deals, according to VFACTS. It was one of the
biggest months ever for Corolla sales.
With the help of Corolla sales, Toyota pushed
through the 21,000 sales barrier for the month, up
from 18,310 in May and maintained its overall
market leadership.
The strong Corolla result, and those too of
other four-cylinder cars, continues to highlight
softening large-car sales.
Holden is believed to have sold about 5000
Commodores while Ford is believed to have sold
just over 4000 Falcons. Both Holden and Toyota
will be banking on the success of their new sixes
in the VE Commodore and Toyota Aurion within
months to reinvigorate the six-cylinder market.
Commercial vehicles have also shown a strong
end-of-financial-year push. Toyota and Ford each

Corolla
sold more than 2000 HiLuxes and Falcon utes
respectively and Nissan more than 1000 Navaras.
The run-out Mitsubishi Triton managed more
than 600 sales.
It is the second time in a year the Corolla has
knocked off the Commodore. The last time was
in September last year when Toyota sold 4950
Corollas against Holden’s 4362 Commodores.
Holden remains in second spot overall,
followed by Ford and Mitsubishi, the latter having
leapfrogged Mazda to secure fourth spot. Indeed,
Mazda is understood to have slipped to seventh
spot, below both Nissan and Honda.
Despite a good result for the Mazda3, Tribute
sales were down to around 100 and the Mazda
MPV managed less than 30 sales.
In the mid-size arena the Mazda6 sold around
1000, with the Toyota Camry and Honda Accord

Euro also well over that mark.
Mitsubishi’s 380 is believed to have had a good
month but the company’s strong showing is also a
result of the strength of its commercial and fourcylinder models.
Mitsubishi sold more than 600 Pajeros and the
Lancer posted more than 1350 sales.
Apart from the Corolla, the small four-cylinder
brigade of Ford Focus, Mazda3, Holden Astra,
Honda Civic and Volkswagen Golf all performed
well. Nissan’s struggling Tiida also lifted its game
to 1000 sales last month, up from 784 in May.
Small “soft-roaders” continue to sell well with
the new RAV4 managing more than 1500 sales,
while the Subaru Forester, Nissan X-Trail and
Honda CR-V also did well.
Ford sold more than 2000 Territorys last month,
up from 1809 in May.

BMW’s global product boss reckons supercars are overrated and he won’t be part of it
Continued from previous page

Prof Goschel also hosed down reports
that BMW was working on a people-mover
vehicle in the same vein as the MercedesBenz R-class.
“We are not making people-mover cars.
It’s not our core value or core business,” he
said, insisting that BMW’s nearest vehicle
to a people-mover was the RFK (raum
funktionales konzept) tipped to be called the
V-Series for “versatility”.
“It has a lot of variability and space but it’s

SLR McLaren
not a people-mover,” he said.
Due out by 2008, the RFK is expected to
be a cross between an SUV and four-door
coupe, maintaining BMW’s core values of
dynamics and good driver involvement. As

well as a hydrogen-powered variant at some
point in the future, the V-Series is expected
to offer the twin-turbo six from the 335i, a
twin-turbo diesel from 535d, a new twinturbo V8 petrol and a V8 diesel.
The newcomer is also tipped to offer
an advanced version of iDrive that will
download into the ignition key from home or
office computers so all settings are stored
for each driver of the car. This includes
vehicle settings, seat position, routes, drive
preparation and music.
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Cutback fears
Parts sector on edge as
Huon hits on hard times
By NEIL McDONALD
AUSTRALIA’S automotive components industry
could be heading “towards a perfect storm”,
according to leading auto analyst and partner with
national law firm Hunt and Hunt, Evan Stents.
Mr Stents said the voluntary administration
of the Huon Corp last week was bad news for
the local component industry. He said Huon’s
possible demise could be the start of a widescale
rationalisation of the domestic component sector
and closure of other companies, including those
from ancillary industries such as the tooling
industry and other automotive service sectors.
“There are sufficient forces at play in the
Australian automotive industry to expect a
significant rationalisation of the sector over the
next 24 months,” he said.
Huon Corp supplies Toyota, Holden and Ford
with air intake hoses, steering column covers,
rubber seals and fuel filler shields. It went into
voluntary administration last week as it battles
a restructuring and the prospect of up to 250 job
losses from its three Victoria manufacturing sites.
Huon Corp has sites at Empire Rubber in
Bendigo, FRN in Frankston and Mills Elastomers
in Dandenong.
Despite the company’s turmoil, the major carmakers were confident of an uninterrupted supply
chain. Holden and Toyota expected supplies to
continue until Huon sorted out its internal issues.
A Toyota Australia spokesman said Huon was

a relatively low-volume supplier, while a Ford
spokesperson said Huon only supplied it with
rubber windscreen surrounds.
Huon Corp bought the three sites from Nylex
Ltd last December and has since initiated legal
action claiming Nylex misrepresented earnings
during the sale, forcing a company restructure.
Tony Sims and Ken Sellers from Sims Partners
have been appointed administrators.
Mr Stents said the industry rationalisations
were largely unavoidable, due to structural aspects
of the local automotive industry and forces that
were essentially outside the control of domestic
component producers.
A decline in large-car sales, which are off more
than 20 per cent this year, posted an alarming trend
for the components sector.
Mr Stents said if the new VE Commodore and
Toyota Aurion did not achieve their targets the
components sector would suffer. He also said lowcost manufacturing countries such as China and
India were also placing increasingly competitive
cost pressures on local component producers.

CAMRY KICKS OFF AT ALTONA
AMID questions about the effect the
situation at Huon was having on Australian
car production, Toyota Australia last week
introduced its all-new Camry to employees
at its Altona plant in a traditional “line off”
event that celebrated the launch of the
forthcoming car. Production of the newgeneration four-cylinder Camry begins this
month, and together with the forthcoming
Aurion V6 large car represents a $450
million investment in facilities and
technologies by Toyota Australia.
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Easiest option
Ford execs admit turbo
4WD was easier, quicker
and cheaper than diesel
By MARTON PETTENDY

FORD Australia executives are so tired of
answering the diesel Territory question that they
have come clean: the Territory Turbo was easier,
quicker and cheaper to develop than a turbodiesel version, as well as being more in line with
Territory’s sporting brand image.
Ford Australia Vehicle Line Director Russell
“The Turbo is far more consistent with
Territory’s brand identity,” said Ford president Christophers said the choice was simple: Territory
Tom Gorman at the recent Territory Turbo launch. Turbo two years after Territory first launched, or
“Diesel actually moves further away from it. Territory diesel much later.
“A diesel would have taken much longer to
Together, Territory and our 4.0-litre turbo six will
kick goals. Turbo will be a huge shot in the arm develop – it would have represented a much larger
program, because diesel is a much more
for the Territory nameplate.”
difficult proposition and requires a
Mr Gorman stressed Ford remained
much bigger investment to develop,” he
committed to developing a diesel-powered
said. “The turbo (petrol) already exists,
Territory, but cautioned the business case
so it was easier and therefore quicker
would have to stack up before it settled
to do. Turbo brings not just incremental
on one of up to five turbo-diesel engines
(sales) volume to Territory, but also a
available to it, then allocate sufficient
halo effect for the entire nameplate.
engineering resources to the program.
“(But) don’t go thinking we don’t
“We want to do a diesel (Territory)
want to do diesel for Territory, because
– we’ve been very clear on that,” he said.
“Twenty-five per cent of medium SUV Tom Gorman we do.”
is diesel, so there’s incremental (sales) potential
Mr Christophers emphasised the release of
there. (But) it’s a matter of getting the right Territory Turbo was in direct response to customer
amount of business to offset the investment.”
demand, based on the company’s own “buyer/

Come and join our exciting team!
Work for the Market Leader where
opportunity abounds.
Reynolds & Reynolds are the
Market Leader in Automotive
Dealer Solutions throughout
the Asia Pacific region. Our
teams are hard at work
supplying and maintaining
a unique suite of Reynolds
products tailored to the Dealer
Community and designed
to increase dealer profits in
Australia, New Zealand, Thailand, China, and the Philippines.
Reynolds are fully diversified across: telecommunications, eBusiness tools,
CRM services, call centres, computer room design, business consulting,
logistics solutions, registration & encumbrance checking and business
continuity services.
A rewarding and fun position with Reynolds means:
• Growth
• Career Path
• Training and Development programs
• Asia Paci¿c Opportunities
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rejector” survey of Territory shoppers in the first
quarter of 2005 – six months after Territory was
released.
He said the market research revealed that
customers wanted, in order of priority: better
fuel economy without performance loss, a
turbocharged (not V8) performance derivative,
under-stated luxury-sports model positioning, and
diesel – among a host of other desires.
Mr Christophers said that, along with this year’s
stricter exhaust emissions regulations, the market
research was the main driver of last October’s SX
Territory upgrade, which introduced the six-speed
ZF auto as standard on AWD models and reduced
fuel consumption by between 5.2 and 6.8 per cent
despite lifting performance from 182kW/380Nm
to 190kW/383Nm.
He also said the Territory Turbo addressed the
second and third most popular customer requests.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE

Reynolds & Reynolds are growing and have the following positions available:
STATE
New South Wales
New South Wales
New South Wales
New Zealand
Queensland
Queensland
Queensland
Queensland
Queensland
South Australia
Victoria
Victoria
Victoria
Victoria
Victoria
Victoria
Victoria
Victoria
Victoria
Western Australia
Western Region

POSITION
JOB REFERENCE
Account Manager
227
ERA Field Consultant
228
Account Manager DealerPRO
229
ERA Field Consultant
230
Account Manager
231
ERA Field Consultant
232
Managed Connections Sales
233
Account Manager DealerPRO
234
Account Manager Laser Smart Forms
235
Account Manager DealerPRO
236
Account Manager
237
Account Manager Laser Smart Forms
238
Automotive Programmer
239
Automotive Programmer
240
ERA Field Consultant
241
Help Desk Consultant
242
Help Desk Consultant
243
Marketing Coordinator
244
Total Dealership Mktg Sales Consultant
245
ERA Field Consultant
246
Managed Connections Sales
247
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Renault rebuilds
Struggling French brand
shoots for 7000 annual
sales in Australia
By BYRON MATHIOUDAKIS

RENAULT is cautiously aiming for a steady rise
in sales in Australia over the next four or five years,
with several forthcoming models encouraging the
company to predict that its volume will more
than double over that timeframe from last year’s
include diesels and the long-wheelbase – and
unremarkable 3301-unit total.
Renault Australia’s managing director Rudi long-overdue – seven-seater Grand Scenic.
At about the same time, Renault is expected
Koenig would not be drawn into divulging any
firm figure, however he told GoAuto last week to reintroduce the medium-sized Laguna, in
that “around 7000” was “very possible” within facelifted diesel hatchback guise, in very limited
numbers.
the next five years.
“It will be a bridging to the next Laguna,” said
“I am very much against following the policies
Mr Koenig. “What I’d like to do is keep
of my predecessors, where you announce
the Laguna name in the marketplace.
grandiose plans without … seeing if you
“(All these) will grow our market
can achieve them,” he said. “(But) we
penetration, since we will be offering a
do expect controlled growth. This year
hot product – that being diesel.”
we have attacked the last of our stock
The larger and more refined Clio III
hangovers, putting our fundamentals in
will also be here in the first half of 2007,
a very good position, so we can look
kicked off by the long-awaited RS (Sport
straight ahead.
197) model.
“But certainly there is exciting news
Rudi Koenig
“That will boost our sales figures in
for Renault in the future.”
The Megane Phase II small-car revamp released Australia,” said Mr Koenig, although he admitted
that the Clio III would only be a petrol-powered
this week was just the beginning.
Early next year 1.5-litre and 1.9-litre turbo- proposition for now.
He also revealed that Renault Australia is
diesel engine variants arrive for Megane, as
well as the Scenic II Phase II facelift, which will assessing the 26 new models that the company’s

Clio III
president and chief executive officer Carlos
Ghosn said will form part of Renault’s drive to
boost global sales, operating profits and products
and service quality by 2009.
“We’ve been working very actively over the last
six months, since Carlos Ghosn’s announcement,
to see what our share would be. These include
SUVs, crossovers and prestige cars that Mr Ghosn
announced. It all depends on price, spec levels,
suitability to our markets and financial viability to
our dealer network and to us.”
In the February announcement, Mr Ghosn
outlined these, as well as five new luxury
vehicles, would be released by 2009, along with
the complete renewal of the Laguna, Megane,
Twingo city car, Kangoo and Master.
Underscoring the rise in volume is a doubling of
dealer outlets over the next three years. Almost all
of Renault’s 22 outlets nationally are also Nissan
dealerships. The company hopes to increase this
to around 45.
Take two – page 12
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Force-fed Beemer!

335i returns BMW to turbo power for the first time in two decades
By NEIL McDONALD

BMW has returned to turbocharging for the first
time in its own production cars since the 1980s.
Launching its new E92 3 Series coupe in
Austria last week ahead of an Australian debut in
October, the German manufacturer claims to have
eliminated turbo lag by using twin turbos on its
range-topping 225kW 335i model.
It will sold alongside a 323i variant and,
from around November, a 325i – both of which
use BMW’s natural-breathing, lightweight
(magnesium/aluminium) Valvetronic 2.5-litre
inline-six in different states of tune. The 323i
develops 130kW/230Nm while the 325i ups the
ante to 160kW/250Nm.
Essentially replacing the 330i coupe – and
odds-on to appear on the 3 Series sedan – the 335i

Glass’s Research Data

Automotive Business Intelligence
Tailor-made

uses BMW’s 3.0-litre in-line six-cylinder engine,
with twin Mitsubishi turbos combining with
direct-injection, lean burn technology to boost
both power and economy.
The engine develops 225kW at 5800rpm and
400Nm from 1300rpm up to 5000rpm, providing
the same power but more torque than the V8 740i.
It endows the coupe with a top speed of 250km/h
and will reach 100km/h in a claimed 5.5 seconds.
BMW quotes fuel economy at 9.5L/100km
combined, due in part to the extensive use of
lightweight materials for the engine and elsewhere.
According to BMW engineers, the twin-turbo six
offers between an eight per cent and 10 per cent
improvement in fuel economy over the 3.0-litre
Valvetronic six.
Built to BMW specifications, the two small
low-inertia Mitsubishi turbochargers provide air
to three cylinders and operate together rather than
sequentially. BMW specified that it wanted its
turbines to tolerate high-heat operating conditions
of up to 1050 degrees, more than 100 degrees
higher than other turbos with durability equivalent
to the life of the car. It claims the special heatresistant steel used in their construction is better
than a ceramic turbine.
BMW drivetrain engineer Udo Lindner said
the company did not want to buy an off-the-shelf
design that could not cope with BMW demands.
He said the aim was also to eliminate turbo lag and

offer spirited low-speed and high-speed response
in the manner of a large-capacity V8.
Why has BMW returned to turbocharging?
“Direct injection has helped us return to turbos,”
he said. “We can increase the compression ratio
and also help reduce fuel consumption and
increase engine efficiency.
“The 335i has the fuel economy of a six and
performance of a V8.”
Although sharing much hardware with the 3Series sedan, the latest coupe moves further away
from just being a two-door version of the four-door
like the previous generation. It is longer and lower
than the sedan, offering a more muscular look
with a wider kidney grille, redesigned headlights
that cut into the bonnet, short overhangs and lowslung A-pillars that reinforce the car’s silhouette.
The low roofline tapers to the rear and BMW
claims the car’s long-wheelbase affords good rear
seat legroom, claiming it is a full four-seater. Both
rear seats are individual, separated by a storage
compartment in the middle.
Compared to the previous coupe, the newcomer
is 92mm longer at 4580mm, 25mm wider at
1782mm and 26mm higher at 1395mm. The
bigger car has also gained weight, depending on
the model. At 2760mm, the new coupe sits on a
35mm longer wheelbase and has wider front and
rear tracks of 1500mm and 1513mm respectively.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Required
Recruitment Consultant
Melbourne
Automotive Passionate?
Heavy Equipment Passionate?
Diesel Engine Passionate?
Do you enjoy a fast paced sales
environment?
Do you thrive on delivering
service excellence to your
customers?
Are you a star in building people
relationships?
Are you looking for a career with
ﬂexibility, fun, ﬁnancial reward
and a challenge?

Blue Tongue Recruit currently have 2
exciting recruitment consultant roles
open. We are looking for talented,
driven and industry passionate
professionals to join our team of high
achievers.
We are a market leader and pride
ourselves on offering unique talent
solutions for our clients.
Attractive salary package on offer plus
exceptional bonuses. For more details
refer to our hot jobs section online at

www.bluetonguerecruit.com
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.
Email: tully@bluetonguerecruit.com
or call Tully Young on 9830 2133.
Applications close 14th of July 2006

Supercharged XKR coupe, cabrio churn out 306kW
By TERRY MARTIN

AS JAGUAR Australia launches its beautiful new
XK coupe and convertible this week, its British
parent has released full details of its supercharged
XKR model variants ahead of their London
International Motor Show debut later this month.
Under the bonnet lurks a blown version of XK’s
4.2-litre 32-valve AJ-V8, which with an Eaton
supercharger produces 306kW at 6250rpm and
560Nm at 4000rpm – a considerable advance over
the natural-breathing engine, which manufactures
224kW at 6000rpm and 420Nm at 4100rpm.
Kerb weight has increased for the lightweight,
aluminium-chassis 2+2 sportscar – the kilo count
for the coupe is 1665kg (up 70kg) and 1715kg
(up 80kg) – but with the same six-speed “Jaguar
Sequential Shift” automatic transmission each
XKR variant can reach 100km/h from standstill a
full 1.0 seconds earlier than its XK equivalent.
Jaguar claims the XKR coupe completes 0100km/h in 5.2 seconds – 0.3 seconds faster than
the previous 298kW/553Nm XKR coupe – with the
soft-top 0.1 seconds behind. Across 80-110km/h the
XKR coupe needs just 2.5 seconds and the cabrio
2.6 seconds, which is 0.6 seconds ahead of the XK.
All versions have a 250km/h governed top speed.
Chassis engineers have increased the
suspension’s front spring rate by 38 per cent
and the rear spring rate by 24 per cent and, as
a consequence of the rear spring adjustment,
mounted an additional rear suspension brace

between the rear damper towers.
Jaguar’s CATS two-stage adaptive-damping
system and the stability and traction control systems
have also been recalibrated, and the Servotronic
steering system has been retuned to give the
steering more weight and responsiveness.
Visual cues denoting the R-branded XKs
include a new grille and front bumper design, a
vented bonnet and distinctive aluminium-look
side “power vents”. The XKRs also have four
exhaust outlets rather than two, unique 19-inch
“Jupiter” (or optional 20-inch “Cremona”) alloy
wheel designs and black brake callipers with an
“R” logo for the quartet of ventilated discs (now
measuring 355mm diameter at the front end).
The cabin has unique front sports seats with
additional lateral support and “R” branding on
the headrests. Other “R” decals are found on the
tacho, steering wheel and gear selector, while the
dash fascia includes a unique aluminium “weave”
pattern as seen on Jaguar’s Advanced Lightweight
Coupe showcar. Polished burr walnut will be a nocost option. Other options will include a “luxury
sports interior” which features soft-grain leather
on the 16-way adjustable seats, instrument panel,
door trim and centre console.
Pricing is expected to start from around
$235,000 for the XKR coupe when the pair
arrives next year, with the convertible attracting
an estimated $20,000 premium.
Sold out – next page
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Sold out
Jaguar launches its
sublime XK - but waiting
times are out to March ’07
By TERRY MARTIN

IN THEORY at least, Jaguar’s all-new XK
reached Australian showrooms this week,
however unless an order was placed months
earlier for the $200,000-plus high-performance
coupe or convertible, the waiting time for getting
hold of one will be at least eight months.
That’s right. The first allocation of 40 XKs
– made up of 20 coupes and 20 cabriolets – were
sold at least three months before docking Down
Under, meaning orders are now being taken for
the second batch due in March 2007.
Stiffer, stronger and lighter than its longrunning predecessor, the all-new and allaluminium XK 2+2 is being billed as the most
advanced vehicle the British brand has ever
built.
Underneath what is claimed to be the world’s
first pedestrian-saving “pop-up” bonnet – which
in a split-second rises a few inches to create a
cushioning effect between the hood and the hard
components underneath – lies the Ford-owned
manufacturer’s familiar natural-breathing, firebreathing 4.2-litre quad-cam AJ-V8.
Now with multi-hole fuel injectors that
are claimed to improve power and reduce
consumption compared to the previous XK’s 4.2
V8, the revised engine can churn out an equivalent

224kW at 6000rpm and 420Nm at 4100rpm, with front/rear weight distribution is 52.6/47.4 for the
more than 85 per cent of that torque delivered tin-lidded version and 52.1/ 47.9 for the softie.
between 2000rpm and 6000rpm.
Now resting on a longer (2752mm) wheelbase,
As before, it combines with a six-speed the XK is longer and taller, has wider tracks and
sequential-shift automatic transmission (with much more interior room than before. The familiar
steering-mounted shift paddles)
suspension configuration of
and drives the rear wheels ...
PRICING:
unequal length wishbones
fast.
XK Coupe
$199,900 at the front and unequal
Its kerb weight kept down XK Convertible
$221,900 length wishbones (using the
to 1595kg, the coupe can
driveshafts as upper links) at
accelerate from 0-100km/h in a claimed 6.2 the rear continues, with conventional coil springs
seconds, crossing 80-110km/h in 3.1 seconds and telescopic dampers all round.
and reaching the quarter-mile in 14.4 sec. The
The most recent version of Jaguar’s CATS
1635kg convertible is 0.1 seconds behind on all (computer active technology suspension)
three measures, while both vehicles are limited to two-stage adaptive damping system is also
a 250km/h maximum.
fitted, allowing control over all four dampers
Both are also claimed to decelerate from individually rather than in pairs. Active headlights,
100km/h to zero in 36.6m and return 11.3L/100km bigger disc brakes, the latest four-channel ABS
across the combined EU (with analogue control and electronic brake-force
fuel consumption standard.
distribution) and 18-inch wheels – with 19s and
Compared
to
its 20s also available – round out the mechanical
predecessor, the new XK highlights.
The minimalist cabin is as luxurious and well
coupe’s chassis is said to
be 31 per cent more rigid specified as one would anticipate at this level.
while the convertible is 50 Dual-zone climate control, a high-grade stereo,
per cent stiffer. The coupe’s seven-inch onboard monitor (for telephone,
“body in white” weight navigation etc) and leather trim are all standard.
is 19 per cent lighter than There are several interior colour schemes and
before, while the power-to- veneer finishes available.
weight ratio is rated as a 10
per cent improvement. The

For drive impressions, go to
www.goauto.com.au from this Friday.
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Triton shapes up
Mitsubishi’s new ute has
dramatic looks, more
room and a macho diesel
By TIM BRITTEN

A DRAMATIC new look for the Triton is
expected to deliver a substantial sales kick for
Mitsubishi Motors Australia and consolidate
its position in the 4x2 and 4x4 segment, which
accounted for more than 140,000 sales in 2005.
With a share of 7.1 per cent, Mitsubishi sits
well behind market giants Toyota and Holden,
who account for 22.1 and 17.3 per cent of sales
respectively
The radical styling of the new-generation,
Thai-built Triton is claimed to give Mitsubishi compared with Toyota’s dual-cab HiLux.
real improvements in interior space, particularly
This reflects the changing face of one-tonne
in the crew-cab version which now claims best- pickups in world markets where more emphasis
in-class passenger room, while new engines, is being placed on passenger comfort and style,
new suspensions and an across-the-board one- although a slightly more utilitarian focus in
tonne load capacity make the new ML Triton countries such as Australia means practical needs
unique in its class.
have not been altogether sacrificed, particularly
It replaces the narrow-gutted third-series MK in the 4x2 segment where most trade-type sales
Triton, which was launched
are made.
PRICING:
here in 1996 and adds,
The most noticeable
depending on model, 55mm GLX V6 single-cab
$30,690 trends in the one-tonne
to overall width and as much GLX CDi single-cab
$33,690 pickup market are the
as 85mm to the front track GLX V6 dual-cab
$36,690 increasing popularity of
width and 65mm to the rear. It GLX CDi dual-cab
$39,690 diesel, particularly in the 4x4
stretches the wheelbase from GLX-R V6 dual-cab
$41,990 segment, and the growth of
2960mm to a full 3000mm on GLX-R V6 dual-cab (a) $43,990 the dual-cab.
all models.
GLX-R CDi dual-cab
$44,990
The new Triton range
The focal point of the ML GLS CDi dual-cab
$49,990 comprises
the
base
Triton is the bathtub-style cab
workhorse GLX, which can
which, as well as providing an unmistakable be had in 4x2 or 4x4 cab-chassis or dual-cab
identity, also plays a part in delivering an interior pickup form, the more upmarket GLX-R, which
that is claimed to accommodate back-seat is only available as a 4x4 in dual-cab pickup form,
passengers better than any other dual-cab on the and the top of the line GLS which also comes only
Australian market.
as a dual-cab 4x4.
But fitting this big cab into an overall length
Two engines are currently available: a SOHC
that has grown a little less than the wheelbase 24-valve 3.5-litre Euro 3-compatible V6 petrol
does restrict tray space. The new Triton bumps familiar in the Pajero and replacing the previous
up the width between the wheel arches but loses 3.0-litre, and a new 3.2-litre Euro 4-compatible
some tray length, which drops from 1500mm common-rail direct injection turbo-diesel four
previously to 1325 in dual-cab versions, and that takes the place of the previous 2.8-litre turbofrom 2245mm in the previous single-cab tray to diesel.
2220mm. The dual-cab in particular looks small
The Triton rollout sees the 4x4 versions

available immediately, while the high-ride 3.5litre petrol 4x2 range will be available from
November. A 2.4-litre petrol four-cylinder GL
cab-chassis will be available from early 2007.
In most cases the transmission is a five-speed
manual, with four-speed auto transmission
available only with the V6 and only in the GLXR. The top-spec GLS comes with the diesel
engine only and therefore misses out on an
automatic option.
The Triton offers the choice of ABS (with EBD)
on GLX and fits it as standard on GLX-R and GLS,
while making a push-button operated lockable rear
differential an option on all 4x4 models as a step up
from the standard limited-slip system.
The V6’s final drive ratio has been raised from
4.9:1 to 4.3:1 in the interests of fuel economy
(CDi GLX is 3.917:1 and CDi GLX-R and GLS
4.1:1), while the Triton’s 4x4 system is controlled
by a conventional floor lever that enables highrange selection on the fly.
Suspension has been reworked too, with
double wishbones and coil springs replacing
the traditional single-wishbone torsion bar
arrangement, and a new leaf spring setup at the
back which sees the springs siting on top of the
axle rather than underslung in the interests of
added ground clearance – which is up, depending
on model, by as much as 30mm.
More information, detailed specs and
drive impressions, go to
www.goauto.com.au from this afternoon.
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Front-drive fireball!
190kW 3 MPS enters as
the hottest hatch and
fastest Mazda in town
By BYRON MATHIOUDAKIS

MAZDA has gatecrashed the hot-hatch party
with the new 190kW Mazda3 MPS (Mazda
Performance Series).
Priced from $39,990, the five-door hatchback
produces 35kW more power than the $35,990
Ford Focus XR5 Turbo and $37,990 Renault
Megane Phase II RS to easily steal the kilowatt
crown in the class.
Premium 95 RON unleaded fuel is injected
Using a variation of the 2.3-litre twin-cam 16valve turbocharged four-cylinder MZR direct- under 115-bar pressure directly into the combustion
injection (DISI) engine also found in the all-wheel chamber for a 10 per cent torque increase over a
drive Mazda6 MPS sedan (as well as the upcoming more conventional manifold injection engine.
Mazda’s own figures show that, in third gear,
CX-7 4WD), power is rated at 190kW at 5500rpm
while the 380Nm torque output tops out at the MPS zips from 50-100km/h in 4.2 seconds.
The body, suspension and brakes have
3000rpm. It runs a compression ratio of 9.5:1.
been significantly uprated to
Drive is channelled to the
PRICING:
accommodate the MPS’s extra
front wheels only via a six-speed
performance over the Mazda3’s
manual gearbox. Like its Focus MPS $39,990
XR5 Turbo cousin, no automatic MPS Sport Pack $41,460 more sedate 115kW/203Nm 2.3litre SP23 sibling.
gearbox is available.
Look for 20mm-wider front mudguards to help
The Australian ADR 81/01 fuel cycle average
is 10L/100km, while the 0-100km/h sprint time house the 10-spoke alloy wheels shod with 215/45
takes 6.1 seconds – which makes it the quickest R18 tyres, along with a larger air intake, new
of all current Mazda models.
foglight design, rear roof spoiler, wider tailpipes
Aiding this is the engine’s electronic throttle (forming part of an exhaust that is tuned to sound
and electronic boost pressure control devices, “sporty”), side skirts, revised rear bumper and a
which Mazda claims minimise turbo lag.
unique hue among the four colour choices known

as “MPS Cosmic Blue”.
To reduce torque steer and other unruly frontwheel scrabbling, a boost pressure control has
been fitted that suppresses sudden torque peaks
for smoother delivery, along with a limitedslip differential. A similar goal is reached by a
reduction of torque flow in first and second gear,
particularly in acceleration from standstill or in
tight cornering situations.
Matching the stiffness and matching the angles
of the driveshafts further help reduce this.
An increase in torsional rigidity results due to a
beefier floor tunnel section, while reinforcements
to the front cowl member ups overall body
rigidity. The latter is said to have the same effect
as fitting MacPherson strut tower braces but
without the possible deformation and skewing of
the suspension geometry.
Continued next page
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Front-drive fireball!
Continued from previous page

Similarly, for the rear multi-link suspension
set-up, a gusset at the lower part of the towers
keeps them steadier.
To counteract bodyroll, higher coil spring rates,
thicker anti-roll bars front and rear and firmer
dampers have been fitted.
Stopping power is improved over the regular
Mazda3 courtesy of large-diameter four-wheel
disc brakes – measuring 320mm for the front
ventilated discs and 280mm for the solid rear
units – aided by anti-lock brakes with electronic
brake-force distribution and emergency-brake
assist.
Further on safety, stability control is standard
fitment (and can be switched off), along with
traction control, six airbags, a collapsible brake
pedal set-up and a revised steering column
structure designed to lessen injury to the driver’s
lower leg area. A five-seat seatbelt reminder
system has also been incorporated.
Aluminium pedals, brushed-metallic look
trim, bolstered seating, a 280km/h-calibrated

speedometer, red stitching and new striping define
the MPS’s unique cabin treatment.
Cruise control, climate-control air-conditioning,
18-inch alloy wheels, six-stack CD/MP3 audio
with satellite controls and power windows and
mirrors are also included.
The $43,690 SP Sports Pack adds a Bose sound
system, Xenon headlights, “half” leather trim and
high-gloss alloy wheels, as well as 12kg to the
standard MPS’s 1403kg kerb weight.
Mazda is forecasting 130 MPS sales a month,
with the SP accounting for around 30 per cent of
total volume.
The Mazda3 MPS may be the newest member
of a growing number of high-performance small
cars, but it stands as one of the fastest production
front-wheel drive cars on the planet. Top speed is
limited to 250km/h.
Recent inductees to the hot-hatch ranks
include the 165kW/320Nm Focus XR5 Turbo,

147kW/262Nm Holden Astra SRI Turbo and
130kW/202Nm Citroen C4 VTS.
An HSV Astra VXR version will arrive by the
end of the year, but it will “only” deliver 176kW
and 320Nm. Volkswagen’s Golf GTI produces
147kW and 280Nm.
The Mazda3 MPS is not the first turbocharged
Mazda small car to be sold in Australia. From
1987 to 1989 it offered the BF-series 323 SS
Turbo and Turbo 4WD tearaways, as an adjunct
to the regular SS “warm” hatchback models.
Both were fitted with a 1.6-litre twin-cam
16-valve B6T four-cylinder engine developing
around 110kW and 187Nm, and tied to a fivespeed manual gearbox.
Ford also offered the same mechanical set-up
in the 323’s KE Laser TX3 and TX3 Turbo 4WD
“bubbleback” fraternal twins.
For drive impressions, go to
www.goauto.com.au in the coming days.
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More refinement and ESP head the list for Megane II

2.0-litre twin-cam 16-valve “F4R” four-cylinder
By BYRON MATHIOUDAKIS
MORE safety, increased refinement and sharper engine offering 98kW at 5500rpm and 191Nm at
steering are hallmarks of the Renault Megane 3750, and driving the front wheels via a four-speed
automatic gearbox only. The same engine is also
small car’s first facelift, known as the Phase II.
The French brand is also targeting Ford used in the ritzier Dynamique five-door hatchback
Australia’s hot-selling Focus XR5 Turbo with – in $30,990 six-speed manual and $33,490 foura new base Megane turbo sporting three doors, speed automatic guise – as well as the Megane
four-door sedan range.
165kW of power and $37,990 pricing.
Still sourced from Turkey, the sedan consists
However, the highly anticipated Megane turboof
the $28,490 Expression six-speed manual,
diesel models will not arrive before the first
$30,990 Expression four-speed automatic and
quarter of 2007.
On sale this week, the X84-series Megane $35,990 Privilege four-speed automatic.
Gone is the slow-selling Dynamique LX
Phase II adopts stability control – which is
To view more on our services,
Sport three-door hatchback, although this body
worth around $1000 – as standard.
click on this advert to be
A more precise electric power steering system, configuration now clothes the new $37,990
previously reserved for last year’s racy Megane Megane RS (the new name for the old Megane
directed to our website or to
Sport Cup, has also been fitted to all cars. It Sport) now available in Australia due to customer
discuss any of our services
features a “tube-in-tube” link that slides between demand, according to Renault.
further, phone one of our
Offering two less doors than before makes
two steering column shafts for improved feedback
the sports model, which uses a 2.0-litre twinDirectors on 1800 332 077.
and better filtering out of road vibrations.
The Megane II’s visual changes are limited to cam 16-valve turbocharged four-cylinder engine
a new grille, air intake and bumpers, revised tail- (delivering 165kW at 5500rpm and 300Nm at
light covers (now translucent) and redesigned 3000rpm), $2000 more affordable.
Similarly, the old Megane Sport moniker has
hubcaps and alloy wheels.
Different instrumentation and display markings also made way for RS in the continuing five-door
and a move to more opulent-looking (and feeling) turbo variants – $42,490 RS ($500 down on the
trim help to freshen up the interior. Functionality original Sport’s 2004 launch and $44,490 RS Cup
improvements include better wipers, improved (up $1500), with the latter boasting bigger wheels,
rain and light sensors and standard reverse firmer and lower suspension and sportier trim. The
parking sensors on the Privilege sedan and Coupe- old Sport LX has vanished.
Renault is also cashing in on its F1 motor
Cabriolet convertible.
The latter also scores new “active” rollbars racing success with its “Megane RS 225 F1 Team”
PRICING:
incorporated into the back headrests. Replacing model. It combines the Cup’s (switchable) stability
1.6 Authentique 5dr
$25,490
the old fixed units, they spring into place in control, upgraded dampers, Brembo brakes and
2.0 Expression 4dr
$28,490
18-inch alloys.
milliseconds should a rollover become imminent.
2.0 Expression 5dr (a)
$29,990
With 12 models over four body styles (three2.0 Dynamique 5dr
$30,990
and five-door hatchback, four-door sedan and
2.0 Expression 4dr (a)
$30,990
two-door convertible), there are now half as many
2.0 Dynamique 5dr (a)
$33,490
models to choose from than before.
2.0 Privilege 4dr (a)
$35,990
Prices start from $25,490 for the Authentique
2.0t RS 3dr
$37,990
manual five-door hatch (a $500 rise), powered by
2.0t RS 225 F1 Team 3dr
$41,990
the continuing 1.6-litre twin-cam 16-valve “K4M”
2.0t RS 5dr
$42,490
four-cylinder engine producing 83kW at 6000rpm
2.0tMellor's
RS Cup 5dr
$44,490
John
and 152Nm at 4200rpm. The 1.6-litre Megane is
2.0 Coupe-Cab Dynamique
$48,990
nowbya fi
ve-speed Newsroom,
manual-only model.
is
produced
GoAuto
Australia’s most innovative automotive publishing group
GoDynamique
Auto -news
2.0 Coupe-Cab
(a)
$51,490
Next up comes the new $29,990 Expression
CC
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UP CLOSE on PERSONNEL
brought to you by Motor

Staff

PRODIGAL RICH RETURNS

ISUZU FINANCE MOVES

OZ LINK TO NEW FHI CHIEF

JUST like the parable, Ken
Rich, a leading light when the
Brisbane office of Horwath
Motor Industry Services
moved to rival accounting
firm BDO five-and-a-half
years ago, has returned to the
Horwath fold.
Horwath Motor Industry
Ken Rich
Services has announced that
Mr Rich has been appointed a director in the
Queensland region.
Mr Rich has been a director of motor dealer
services at BDO in Brisbane after the motor
industry practice, which specialises in dealership
management and accounting services, was lured
from Horwath to BDO in late 2002. Mr Rich said
he was looking forward to “coming back home
to Horwath and cementing Horwath’s deserved
position as market leader in the motor business
in Queensland.” Horwath Motor Industry
Services managing director Wayne Pearson said:
“Ken and I have been in business together before
and, in recent years, we always wondered why
we weren’t doing this together.
“We are really pleased to have Ken’s knowledge
and experience back around the table. It’s like
finding that last piece in the jigsaw.” Mr Rich and
his clients will join with Terry Giffin and Mark
Wachtel in the Horwath Queensland practice.
- JOHN MELLOR

AFTER 45 years’ employment with GM Holden
and its truck arm Isuzu, Isuzu Australia’s
director of finance and staff operations George
Ghiocas will retire next month. In making
the announcement last week, Isuzu Australia
managing director Masayuki Murata also said
the company had appointed Hans Sasse as
general manager of finance and administration.
Mr Sasse has worked for Ford, BMW Australia
Finance, BMW Bank GmbH in Germany and
Porsche Financial Services. His most recent
position was with the ANZ Bank in Melbourne,
with responsibility for the Commercial Division
of Esanda Fleet Partners in Australia and New
Zealand. Mr Ghiocas joined Holden in 1960
and held a number of finance-related positions
before transferring to Isuzu-General Motors
when the operation was established in 1989. He
was appointed Isuzu’s finance manager in 2001
and moved to his current position in 2004.

FORMER Subaru Australia board member Ikuo
Mori was this week named president of Subaru
parent Fuji Heavy Industries in Japan. Most
recently a corporate senior vice-president and
chief general manager for Subaru’s overseas
sales and marketing division, Mr Mori was also
appointed chief executive officer and board
member for Fuji Heavy. He replaces Kyoji
Takenaka, who becomes a director and senior
corporate adviser.

George Ghiocas (left) with Hans Sasse

HYUNDAI SCANDAL CONT…
TWO more people were indicated last week on
bribery charges linked to the investigation into
Hyundai in South Korea, while the company’s
chairman was released on $US1 million bail,
two months after being charged with breach of
trust and embezzling about $US110 million in
company funds.
The Reuters news agency last week reported
that South Korean prosecutors were questioning
Byeon Yangho, the managing director of Vogo
Fund and a former finance ministry official,
and Yon Won Young, former president of Korea
Asset Management Corporation (KAMCO),
about their actions in their previous jobs. The
indictments are part of an investigation into a
cash-for-favours scandal embroiling Hyundai
Motor Co, whose chairman Chung Mong Koo
was released on $1 million bail last Wednesday.

Truckin’ numbers spark a war of words between Isuzu and Hino
HAVING Toyota breathing down your neck our numbers (supplied by Hino) were wrong.
is never fun and none know this more than
Mr Birdseye says Isuzu has not been market
those in the truck industry when
leader for 16 years. It is 17 years. He
a 17-year domination of the truck
said that Hino did not sell 5000 trucks
business by Isuzu is apparently
in 2005. The figures from the official
coming under threat from Toyota’s
industry ERG Truck Tracker statistics
Hino brand.
showed Hino recorded a total of 4674
That is why Isuzu’s wounded
sales in 2005.
response to the numbers used in
Hino says it recorded 5000 sales in
last week’s e-news to detail the sales
its 2005 financial year which ended
record of outgoing Hino executive
in March 2006 and that the Truck
director Roger Hall is so instructive. Jeff Birdseye Tracker figures are registrations only
Isuzu Australia’s marketing manager Jeff and do not count trucks sold unregistered for
use in private property such as mining.
Birdseye has written to GoAuto e-news saying

Mr Birdseye concedes that Hino beat
Isuzu in March but says that was because
Hino always has a sales spike in the last
month of its financial year. But, Hino says,
don’t sales spikes count?
However, Mr Birdseye takes satisfaction
that Isuzu appears to have Hino’s measure
because its YTD share this year is 23.3 per
cent compared with Hino’s 15.8 per cent with
2950 and 2085 sales respectively.
Phew! Given these truck guys are so
darned competitive, it’s good to be able to
set the record straight.
- JOHN MELLOR
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GoAuto latest road test

Volkswagen Polo GTI three-door hatch
VOLKSWAGEN is keen to leverage as much of the newfound Golf GTI goodwill
it can, so it is no surprise to learn that there is now a Polo GTI – complete
with an Audi-sourced 110kW turbocharged four-cylinder engine, sporty
stripes and tartan seats. And while it may not quite have the performance
or sheer chuckability of the current light-car hot-hatch king (Renault’s
fabulous Clio Sport), VW’s junior GTI makeover makes the latest Polo a
very persuasive argument when you consider the $6000 price difference.
ROAD TEST: CLICK HERE

NEW TYPE S LET LOOSE
GL CLASS COMING SOON
MERCEDES-BENZ confirmed this week that
its US-built GL-class large 4WD wagon would
arrive in November, priced from $103,900 for
the baseline GL320 CDI turbo-diesel model and
$146,900 for the GL500 petrol variant.
A mid-spec GL450 petrol model will follow
in the first quarter of 2007. The GL320 CDI uses
a 165kW/510Nm V6 turbo-diesel engine, while
the GL500 relies on a 285kW 5.5-litre V8. The
GL450 uses a 250kW 4.6-litre V8. All engines
will be fitted standard with the 7G-Tronic auto.

X3 GETS A MAKEOVER
BMW has unveiled a facelifted X3 compact 4WD
overseas ahead of an Australian debut in January
next year.
Among the changes are revised exterior detailing,
an overhauled cabin and BMW’s new series of
Valvetronic inline-six engines in 160kW/250Nm
2.5-litre (2.5si) and 200kW/315Nm 3.0-litre (3.0si)
form. A 3.0-litre inline-six turbo-diesel (3.0d) will
also be available. The two 3.0-litre models will
have a new six-speed Steptronic auto fitted standard
(optional on the 2.5si). Interior revisions include a
new centre console, steering wheel, trim and roof
lining, different seats, a redesigned instrument
panel and additional storage facilities.

GT LIBERTY RETURNS
SUBARU Australia has confirmed a turbocharged
2.5-litre AWD Liberty GT model variant will
form part of its Model Year 2007 range, which
goes on sale in September. For the first time, the
GT will be available as a spec.B variant which
features 18-inch wheels, a Bilstein suspension
pack, bodykit and either an STI-derived six-speed
manual or five-speed Sportshift automatic.

Launch Pad
brought to you by

JULY:
Alfa Romeo Brera coupe
Audi A4 3.0 TDI
Audi A8 4.2 TDI
Jaguar XK coupe and convertible
Holden VE Commodore sedan
Mazda3 sedan/hatch
Mazda3 MPS hatch
Mitsubishi Ralliart Colt hatch
Toyota Camry sedan
Volkswagen Golf R32

Jaguar XK

Mazda3
MPS

New model diary: CLICK HERE

GM EYES RENAULT TIE
PRESSURE is building on General Motors
to state its intentions in relation to forming an
alliance with Renault-Nissan.
As GoAuto went to press last night, the US
auto giant had not responded to a statement issued
by Renault on Monday which said its board of
directors had approved the position of RenaultNissan CEO Carlos Ghosn that “exploratory
discussions with General Motors concerning a
potential alliance could start if General Motors
Corporation makes the proposal.”
GM shareholder Kirk Kerkorian, who has a
9.9 per cent stake in GM, made a securities filing
last Friday through his Tracinda Corporation
that suggested Renault-Nissan was receptive
to purchasing a “significant minority interest”
in GM. The GM board is now believed to be
considering Tracinda’s subsequent proposal to
establish a committee and explore an alliance.

A THREE-DOOR Civic Type S model has broken
cover ahead of the British International Motor
Show later this month.
Due on sale in Europe from January 2007, the
“hot” little Honda has the same platform and overall
dimensions as the five-door hatch – and is certain
to go into the mix as Australia considers importing
the British-built hatchbacks. The Type S has a
bodykit, firmer suspension, 20mm wider rear track,
a deep front air intake (for the standard 1.8 petrol or
2.2 diesel engines) and 17-inch alloy wheels. It also
forms the basis of the Type R, which goes on sale
in the UK next March. According to Honda, the R
will have aggressive styling, responsive steering,
intuitive handling and greater refinement. Engine?
Count on a 147kW 2.0-litre four.

NISSAN SHOWS GT-S 350Z
NISSAN will show a one-off (for now) GTS version of its 350Z coupe at this weekend’s
Goodwood Festival of Speed in the UK.
A product of development engineers from
Nissan’s British-based European technical centre,
the GT-S features a Novidem supercharger bolted
on to the 3.5-litre V6 which increases power/
torque from 221kW/363Nm to 281kW/425Nm.
The suspension has been retuned and wider wheels
and tyres added, while the all-black exterior gains a
wind tunnel-tested body/aero kit from German firm
Strosek. An NVH pack is also included, prompting
claims of a more civilised car than the standard Z.

CHALLENGER CONFIRMED
CHRYSLER has confirmed it will build the Dodge
Challenger V8 muscle-car, sparking hopes it could
come to Australia. Chrysler Group president and
CEO Tom LaSorda made the announcement
yesterday, with the car initially only being built in
left-hand drive. It will debut in the US in 2008.
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